GETTING FROM GOOD TO GREAT

Pursue and sustain excellence at your course.

We’re in constant pursuit of excellence. It is our nature to want to improve and be the best we can be.

Three decades ago, author Tom Peters put that truth on the pages of a business best-seller and he’s still adding disciples and riding the financial windfall.

Long before Peters prescribed a path to excellence, Dr. Martin Luther King was reminding us that excellence should be the goal of us all. “If a man is called to be a street sweeper, he should sweep streets even as Michelangelo painted, or Beethoven composed music or Shakespeare wrote poetry,” King said. “He should sweep streets so well that all the hosts of heaven and earth will pause to say, ‘Here lived a great street sweeper who did his job well.’

You would have to say legendary UCLA basketball coach John Wooden, whose UCLA teams won 10 national championships in 12 seasons, knew something about motivating players toward that goal. “If you don’t have time to do it right, when will you have the time to do it over?” the Wizard of Westwood often asked.

Excellence is the objective for every club and every course, as well as for the people who run them. But in the absence of great motivators like Wooden and King, how do we pursue — and most importantly sustain — excellence? Here are five actions to consider.

**DEFINE WHAT EXCELLENCE MEANS FOR YOUR COURSE OR CLUB.** Be specific and describe the circumstances, services and conditions that define excellence in all of the areas in which you have responsibility. For example, what agronomic standards will be the goal of your club? What improvements will you commit to? What steps will you and your staff take to improve the educational levels you bring to the job?

**SET MEASURABLE GOALS.** Set your goals and measure results against a pre-established standard of excellence. Goals without measurement are simply good intentions. Just as you can measure green speed or moisture content in the soil, you also can measure excellence in its simplest forms.

**ESTABLISH A REPEATABLE PATTERN FOR SUCCESS.** Which actions and results create the standard of excellence that you’re seeking? Which systems and processes sustain the desired results? Is it time-oriented, volume-specific or a percentage of a greater whole? Things that get measured get managed; they also tend to get better.

How will you and your management team consistently exceed the standards you have set? The key to consistently performing at a high level is repetitive action and practice. One must invest the time and effort to become extremely proficient at executing the aggregation of simple acts that add up to superior results. As Aristotle wrote, “We are what we repeatedly do ... excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”

In “Outliers,” author Malcolm Gladwell told of the law of 10,000 hours. He cited the example of the night-after-night practice that the Beatles invested in the early ’60s, testing sounds, instruments, lyrics and rhythms to create what everyone who has never paid the price of 10,000 hours assumes to be a gift. If excellence is a gift, it is a gift those who achieve it bestow on themselves.

**EVALUATE, ADJUST AND RAISE THE BAR.** In “Good to Great,” Collins makes the point that “good enough” never is. The pattern of superior performance must be monitored and improved in order to sustain progressive improvement. Each manager — from the GM to the superintendent — must develop a reiterative method of study and evaluation to ensure the outcome continually improves.

In any business, there are those who excuse themselves from the pursuit of excellence by assigning blame or making excuses. They never seem to have the budget or the staff or the support to do an excellent job. These are the same people who get stuck in the same ruts and seem eternally frustrated.

In contrast, the pursuit of excellence can be extremely empowering. In concert with your owners and managers, set goals for the coming year that are reachable under current conditions and with your very best effort. Once you achieve those goals, you might just find that it’s a lot easier to ask for a budget increase and maybe a larger staff to tackle the next set of goals.